
TV - Amazing Animals Births 
The alpaca births for this programme 
were filmed one day in 2014, and we 
had no idea when it would be televised. 
It finally came to our TV screens in July 
this year, and featured our very own 
Mary-Jo and Kirsten pointing out the 

females in labour. The alpaca content of the one hour 
programme was about one third of the total, and inevitably 
neither of the two births filmed was completely 
straightforward, although each of the minor problems was 
easily resolved. One cria presented with one leg bent at the 
knee, which was quickly hooked out; the other cria’s nose 
presented with the amniotic sac intact as a large bubble, so 
that needed to be burst, very easily, so that the cria could 
start to breathe. Both of the births continued normally after 
that, with the crias hanging head down for a short time 
before flopping onto the ground.  We also had a 3rd cria 
born completely unassisted in the next field. It was a lovely 
sunny day, perfect for Mary-Jo and Kirsten along with the 
presenter and camera crew just to enjoy being amongst the 
alpacas. The programme has already been rerun. You may 
still be able to find it on catch-up TV, otherwise just keep a 
lookout for it. We suspect it will be run again………..
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This year’s crias are growing apace - some of them are already almost 
as big as their dams and really tucking into the Camelibra! We’re putting 
it down to the great body condition that the dams came out of last 
winter. Good condition, good birth weights, plenty of grass this year, 
plenty of milk. It all adds up, and so it shouldn’t be too long before 
we’re weaning them.

Summer Holidays 
Mary-Jo and Iain, Amelia and Wyatt finally got a holiday 
together - 3 weeks with Mary-Jo’s mum Rosemary in Nova 
Scotia. It’s never easy persuading Iain to drag himself away 
for the farm! And of course Mary-Jo kept up with emails 

until the last few panic days of the holiday - chopping enough wood to see Rosemary through the winter! - that’s 
what they call a holiday……but the bonus was that they got to see all sorts of cousins etc that Wyatt didn’t even 
know existed. He was amazed to discover that his granddad had actually had brothers and sisters. Wyatt is just 6 
and Amelia at 10 was very happily helping with the cria shearing over the summer holidays - in return for some 
useful pocket money of course.

Mary-Jo and Iain were very happy to come home to a farm full of GRASS! So often in recent years the dry 
summers have led to parched pastures, and early feedings of haylage

Sales 
Since Mary-Jo got back from holiday she has been quite busy with sales enquiries. That doesn’t mean that we 
have been inundated with sales. It just means that each and every enquiry demands and deserves that Mary-Jo 
trawls through many records and assessments to ensure that she can present a good selection from which each 
client can select, and that can be quite time consuming. Each and every enquiry is different, as everyone has 
varied aims and budgets, presenting different challenges in finding the right alpacas to suit each client. We don’t 
just offer the same sales pen to everyone, and we are lucky we have a wide range from which to select; one size 
definitely does NOT fit all as far as alpacas are concerned!

Heart of England Fleece Show in October

Huacayas: Bozedown Blaze of Glory covered himself in glory on this occasion. His Junior fleece was 
awarded first in his class, followed by Champion White Huacaya, Supreme Champion Huacaya, Best of 
British Huacaya, and then Judges Choice Huacaya. The consistency across his entire fleece is exceptional. 
This year both his parents are 7 years old and maintaining exceptional fineness: Sire BOZ Ascendant is 20.3µ, 
SD 3.8, with CF 98.6% and dam BOZ Avaline is 18.3µ, SD 4.3, CF 98.7%.

1st places: BOZ Torres (white12-24 mo), Sire Jolimont Rodrigo 2.

Houghton Kaiser (white 24-48 mo), Sire BOZ Comet II.

BOZ Ancestor II (fawn, 6-12mo), Sire BOZ Ascendant.

Revel’s Mistro (fawn 48+mo), Sire BOZ Revel.

Merrifield Bourneville (brown 6-12mo), Sire BOZ Revel.

BOZ Rico III (Sire Jolimont Rodrigo 2), 24-48mo, also Reserve Champion Light.

Special Congratulations to Chris Herrmannsen for his 1st place Junior Cold Comfort Mason (sire BOZ Comet II 
and dam BOZ Muse) who also won the Champion Light Ribbon


Bozedown Studs and dams progeny achieved a total of 21 huacaya fleece places. Congratulations and thanks 
to everyone.



A new Stockman for Bozedown 
Ewan left the farm early in September, 
very excited to go off working and 
wandering around Australia. We shall 
miss him and wish him a wonderful year. 
We have a new recruit Dan, who is full 
time and enjoys working  on the farm. He 
is keen with his questions and is looking 
forward to understanding alpaca 
breeding.

Profiled Stud this month: 
Bozedown Dream Chaser, 
rose grey. 
Dream Chaser is an up-and-coming 
star. An exciting son of Nyetimber, we 
have been able to use him over quite 
a few females this year, including 
some visitors. He will appear in our 
new Stud Catalogue, which should be 
available our web site in January, in 
time for planning next year’s matings.


Dream Chaser has had a very exciting 
show career and the icing on the cake 
for him was when he was the first 
grey male to ever beat his father 
Alpaca Stud Nyetimber!  Nyetimber 
won his class but Dream Chaser took 
the Championship.   Dream Chaser 
has faultless conformation and always 
captures your attention with his 
dynamic presence.  His fleece is 
incredibly uniform in micron, colour 
and handle.  It is beautifully soft and 
absolutely gorgeous.

Dream Chaser’s 3rd fleece stats 2017: 
17.8, SD 3.4, CV 19.3, CF 99.9%

Suris: 
Champion fawn: BOZ Express Yourself (1st 6-12mo), Sire BOZ Singapore. 
Reserve Champion fawn: BOZ Bribe (2nd 6-12mo), Sire BOZ Ransom.  
Judges Choice Suri fleece: Bozedown Hostage (2nd light 6-12mo), Sire BOZ Ransom 
1st places:  
BOZ Drop Dead Gorgeous (grey 6-12mo)

BOZ Shadow Dancer (grey 12-24mo) owned by Merrifield.

Backyard Raffles (black 6-12mo), Sire BOZ Singapore

Little Acres Montgomery (brown 6-12mo), Sire BOZ Singapore

Little Acres Griffin (brown12-24mo), Sire BOZ Joust.

Lignum Magnum (brown 48-72mo), Sire Romeo of BOZ.

Merrifield Penny Lane (brown 24-48mo), Sire Merrifield’s own BOZ Magnum, went on be the Champion 
Brown.

BOZ Shanghai (fawn 12-24mo), Sire BOZ Singapore.

BOZ Almond (white 48mo+), Sire Dazzler of BOZ.

BOZ Final Solution (white 6-12mo), Sire BOZ Bandit Ii.


Bozedown Suri Studs and Dams achieved a total of 23 suri fleece places. Again, congratulations and thanks to 
everyone.

Bozedown Web Site 
We aim to make our web site a good source of information. For 
example, a recent question on the Alpaca Chat (facebook) 
concerned the treatment of mites. This is covered under our 
Alpaca Care section, see: http://www.bozedown-
alpacas.co.uk/alpaca-care/mange-mites-in-alpaca/

If there are any other topics you would like to see there, and 
which you might find helpful for yourself or others, please let us 
know.
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